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It is necessary for online teaching designers and developers to understand the roles played by open source products in developing and supporting an online learning system.
  Utilizing Open Source Tools for Online Teaching and Learning: Applying Linux Technologies covers strategies on using and evaluating open source products for online teaching and learning systems. By going through each phase of the development process, this book provides comprehensive coverage on the application of open source products to meet the goals and objectives of instructional technology.    
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Wetlands and Water Framework Directive: Protection, Management and Climate Change (GeoPlanet: Earth and Planetary Sciences)Springer, 2015

	This book compares the lessons learned from a wetland-perspective approach to the changing climate and the requirements of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) with regard to environmental conservation. Examples from Germany and Poland are discussed due to the efficiency of their respective implementations of water conservation policies....
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Environmental Instrumentation and Analysis HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004


	It has been two decades since environmental science, environmental engineering,

	and environmental consulting took root as major disciplines and professions

	throughout the developed world. The learning curve has been steep as it relates

	to the previously unrecognized physics of contaminant transport. Today those

	principles are...
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Building Telephony Systems with AsteriskPackt Publishing, 2005
An easy introduction to using and configuring Asterisk to build feature-rich telephony systems for small and medium businesses.  This book shows how to build a telephony system for your home or business using the free and open source application, Asterisk. 'Building a Telephony System with Asterisk' takes you step-by-step through the process of...
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Physicists on Wall Street and Other Essays on Science and SocietySpringer, 2008

	Over the years, Jeremy Bernstein has been in contact with many of the world’s most renowned physicists and other scientists, many of whom were involved in politics, literature, and language. In this diverse collection of essays, he reflects on their work, their personal relationships, their motives, and their contributions. Even for...
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Formal Refinement for Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2007
The kernel of any operating system is its most critical component. The remainder of the system depends upon a correctly functioning and reliable kernel for its operation.
The purpose of this book is to show that the formal specification of kernels can be followed by a completely formal refinement process that leads to the extraction of...
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Big Data: Understanding How Data Powers Big BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Leverage big data to add value to your business


	Social media analytics, web-tracking, and other technologies help companies acquire and handle massive amounts of data to better understand their customers, products, competition, and markets. Armed with the insights from big data, companies can improve customer experience and...
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